CONSTRUCTION ENTRANCE

1.

GRAVEL AND WIRE MESH
INLET SEDIMENT FILTER

- Gravel shall be 3"-5" clean stone
- Gravel as per detail shown

- Wire mesh wiata filter fabric

- Treated water

- Raw water

- Outlet

- Inlet

- Gravel

- Wire mesh

NOTE: SILT FENCE WITHOUT WIRE SUPPORT SHOULD BE USED ON A LIMITING BASIS ONLY ALONG
PERIMETERS WITH LESS THAN 1/4 ACRE DRAINAGE AREA PER 100 LINEAR FEET OF FENCE.

1. Excavate a 4'x5' trench

2. Set the stops along the顺形或site side of the trench.

3. Staggered sediment material to sheet and fill to
   into the trench with

4. Sheet flow installation

FABRIO:
1. Wooden stake
2. Soft rope
3. Wood stake
4. Long 25' 150
5. # 8 5.50

Sedimentation/Silt fence without wire support

Sheet flow installation

NOTE: Install in accordance with silt

NOTE: All details, except as noted above.